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The Presidents Corner
Hello Everyone and Hello Fall!
Once again the crisp leaves, harvest apples,
and pumpkins are appearing in the stores - time to
get in some last-minute convertible cruising before
the snow falls! It is my favorite time of year above all
- the colors, the wonderful smells of hot cider and kettle corn just
make the tail end of
2017 that much more
enjoyable.
September
brings the best time of
year for us as a Chapter. StreetSurvival is the
most important thing
we do as a Club, and I'm truly proud to help out in
this event. StreetSurvival is Teen Accident Avoidance
Training Courses. MEGA THANKS to John Fickel, Tricia Nygren, Mike Staub, & Ryan Staub for their help
in organizing and coordinating efforts by generous
Instructors and Volunteers! Sincerest Thanks to the
Instructors and Volunteers for helping that day! We
couldn't have done it without you!
Can you believe it has been TEN
YEARS of No Excuses??
Me either! A few of
them happened before I even joined the
Club- but it's been wonderful to have been a part of
8 fun filled events. Even if you don't drive on track,
but just like to hang out,
explore Tulsa, and have
fun I highly recommend
this! Hallett Motor Racing Circuit boasts one of
the most interesting
track configurations in
the Midwest. The Ste-

By: Angel Hall

phens family who own the
track have been long-time advocates of the Kansas City BMW Club,
and we enjoy our
yearly 'reunion'
there with Sunbelt,
Great Plains, Lone
Star, Iowa, and St.
Louis Chapter
attendees. I love
this event for so
many reasons, it's
just HALLETT!!!
The Annual
Dinner is February
3rd at Grand Street
Cafe. One notable
change is that
there is No Election this year! In
2017, it was ratified to extend the terms to 2 year increments. This
means we'll get a chance to enjoy the Annual Dinner
with no ballot needed! Looking forward to seeing
everyone, should be a great time. Until then, I want
to personally thank the Board of Directors for their
help and support this year. It takes a lot to organize,
plan, and promote the events every year, and they
love to go above and beyond for the members. Thank you! In that same vein, if you think
you'd like to be on the board of directors for 2019,
give me a shout out to president@kcbmwclub.com!
If your strengths are coordinating events, being wellorganized, and want to give back to the community,
I'm confident we can let your talents shine!
Celebrate the drive!
Angel Hall
Chapter President
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Ozark Enthusiast
By Skip Motsenbocker, Springfield-Ozarks VP

Flash back to the BMW era of the 1980s. What
comes to mind? Perhaps a Zinnerbot red coupe with
a cassette deck blasting The Cure, Duran Duran and
the B52’s? That’s what the goal was when I acquired
a 1989 635csi over the last year. It wasn’t really a
barn find, because I wasn’t looking, and there was no
barn, mice or rust. However, when the owner contacted me in the hopes of her beauty somehow being restored to her former glory, I couldn’t resist taking on the project despite the many unknowns that
may exist given years of being parked in the longtime
owner’s garage.
The original inspection showed matching
panels, no visible rust, clean oil in the motor and
tires that were total pancakes. Saying yes to this project could be a tossup between the preservation of a
classic 80s beauty and a financial slippery slope. That
said, the owner convinced me to take on the resurrection project. And so it began.
It was raining the day I towed the car to the
mechanic’s shop. I couldn’t get the car running and
knew I had to get it on a flatbed, so I put air in the
tires to aid in rolling. Unfortunately, the belts and cables had been flat for so long that the tires wouldn’t
retain air for
very long. It
also seemed
a brake piston or two
had seized,
which added
to the struggle to get the
car offloaded
once we reached the destination, Autotechniks Import Service in Republic, Missouri.
As Paul Blandford at Autotechniks started diagnosing the non-starting issue and possible repairs,
the list was long. Phase one included a full tune up
and replacement of all key ignition, fuel and cooling

components, plus a full
brake service. These repairs would get the car up
and running so we could see what else was needed.
This should have been easy, but there was a motion
sensor that had gone bad which prevented the car
from running. However, once this was figured out and everything else was dialed
in, the rest was simple. The sound of the
engine running was
glorious—she was
alive!
Over the next
few months, I drove
the car while we began the phase two
list. We repaired a
few trivial details like a window controller and some
small bits and pieces like fuses that needed to be replaced to get everything working. At this stage, the
two biggest hurdles were getting those severely deformed tires fixed and how to get the stereo and cassette deck working so I wasn’t relegated to listening
to the weather band all the time. For the wheels, I
sourced reconditioned
BMW Style 5’s shod with
new Michelin Pilot Super
Sports à la M6 and instantly the car was 100% better,
both in looks and ride.
Smooth, straight and enjoyable to cruise.
For the stereo, I
contacted radio expert
Scott Cairncross at La Jolla
Audio in San Diego for a complete rehab of the head
unit. I was told that the unit was in great shape, but
(Continued on page 5)
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needed a refresh with new belts and a few pieces to
get the unit in tip-top working condition. Once this
was installed, instant smiles! The tape deck easily accepted the cassette adapter which plugged into my
iPhone and magically 80s classic tunes were pumping
out of all speakers. For all
this goodness, alas she
wasn’t quite finished. We
still had to repair the suspension and doctor up the
paint with the goal of
getting both super smooth.
So, phase three was
a complete suspension rehab and a full paint correction. For the suspension, it
took a while to determine
if changing to a lowered
Bilstein setup would be better than a full rehab of
the cars OEM Bilstein SLS (self-leveling suspension). I
had heard some bad stories of SLS rehabs, but at the
end of the day decided that this now proclaimed survivor really needed a solid attempt at the SLS given
all the other work completed. What ensued was a
complete change of all components including the
shocks, struts, accumulators and other items customarily included with a
refresh, which meant three
full flushes with Pentosin,
the fluid used to properly
operate the SLS system.
Once this was completed,
voila, the car was incredibly smoother in the ride,
was a solid inch taller all
the way around and the
rear end magically now
raises and lowers with passengers hopping in and out
of the backseat. I questioned the total cost of this
part of the project, but would easily say it was not
only worth it for the ride, but the car now has the
ride height and stance that looks factory fresh.
With all the mechanicals solidly working, and
the car operating as a great daily driver, the finishing
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touch needed was a proper exterior detail. It was not
enough to just do a Turtle Wax rubbing compound
over an afternoon; a full paint correction was required. Early on, I talked with Status Auto Detailing, a
premier shop in Springfield, Missouri, known for
their work on high-end
cars. We even did a BMW
CCA club meeting that included a demo of how the
635 would look on test
panels as a before and
after. Early on Adam
Dostal at Status set expectations high for what the
80s German paint would
be capable of, but nothing
prepared me for the result, which was nothing
short of astounding. The end result was a like-new
factory shine. Many months and miles later, the car
still has the lasting effects every time she comes out
of the garage and gets onlookers, thumbs up and
questions about how she has survived looking so
good.
It was gratifying to help bring back this 635 to
a fully functioning beauty that can be enjoyed for
years to come. I am a big
believer that we are all
just caretakers for the next
generation, and certainly
this one of just 583 total
635csi’s imported to the
USA is a survivor and will
be around for years to
come offering many more
miles and smiles.

Life is short, enjoy the ultimate drive!
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New Friends of KC BMW Club!
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our newest members, as well as those who’ve come back in the family recently:

Samuel Adams
David Arneson
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Upcoming Events
KC Cars & Coffee
First Saturday, Every Month, 9am-?
Next up January 6th
Panera Bread
10606 Shawnee Mission Pkwy, Shawnee, KS

David Carter
Carlos Castillo

Springfield Cars & Coffee

Charles Clay

First Saturday, Every Month, 8:30am-10

Lisa Crump

Next up January 6th

Hank DeDona

Reliable BMW

Camille Eklof

3500 E Sunshine St, Springfield, MO

David Fagerberg
Kelly Fangmann
Brad Gaebler
Robin Gierer
Travis Heckes
Walker Hinkle
Cathy Lutz
Gail Melgren
Mike Mulia
Yaseen Oweis
Jeremy Page
Martin Schlatter
Art Seifert

Katrina Short
Jeremy Smith
Ralph Stovall
Hudson Watts
Delmar Wesseler
Scott Young

The KC BMW Club looks forward to
spending time with you at future events!

Wichita Cars & Coffee
Second Saturday, Every Month, 9am-?
Next up January 13th

BMW of Wichita
11000 E 13th St N, Wichita, KS. 67206

Annual Chapter Dinner
February 3rd
Grand Street Café-Plaza
4740 Grand Ave, KC MO 64112
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An ///M at Last
by: Tricia & Kent Nygren

This tale begins back in 1978 when Kent
bought his first BMW - An E21 320i. In 1980, he
hooked me on driving BMW’s and we have had
them almost ever since. Our daily drivers were
all 3 series, usually the most powerful of the
regular line, but never an ///M.
The
possibility for
a first M car
came when
BMW announced
their newest
M version,
the M2. Kent
immediately
put money
down to get on the list at the BMW dealer.
Months later the GM at Baron BMW called and
informed us we had just won the lottery – one
of their two cars for 2016 was ours! In August of
2016 we were notified that the build had started; we had really hoped to take European delivery but it was not to be. We elected instead to
take BMW Performance Center delivery and so
began the trip.
Delivery was scheduled for Monday,
September 26, 2016. We flew into Greenville,
South Carolina on Sunday and stayed at the host
BMW hotel. The service and hospitality were
stellar at the Greenville Marriott. Kent and our
Bellman/Driver had a conversation about Hawaii
and found out they were both living in the same
subdivision on Oahu at the same time back in
1970. Small world.
On Monday, September 25, we took delivery at the BMW Performance Center. Having
never had the opportunity to test-drive an M2,
it was really a treat to experience a day at the
track driving one of their M2’s. We drove the
road course, skid pad, learned about the excel-

lent braking system and took one of BMW’s X
cars on the off-road course. All of this was
exceptional, and we were especially impressed with the off road course learning
how incredibly capable the X5 really is.
After a salon delivery and a session
with one of the geniuses, we drove our new
baby over for a tour at the BMW CCA Foundation’s Museum right down the road. This
was pretty special; so much history in one
place.
Now for the grand tour of the southeast. As we began our journey back to Kansas City, we decided to tour places that we
had never been before, but first things first.
The car was treated to an Xpel protection
package before it ever really hit the road.
Not taking chances on rock chips for this car!
Tuesday was the first stop on the tour
at a place that Kent had spent a great deal of
time and money to make our 2001, E46 330i
into a true track rat; Bimmerworld. We met
with one of the sales reps (Phil) and were given a tour of the warehouse and garages. Unfortunately, the race teams were all out racing (imagine that), but Phil was pretty excited
to see his first M2 and took plenty of photos,
one of which is below.
Our stay that evening was at a delightful boutique hotel in Pulaski, Virginia, converted in 2015 from a 1920’s grocery
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(Continued from page 7)

warehouse. Pulaski is now home to the Pulaski
Yankees, a New York Yankee farm team.
Wednesday found us driving through the
Blue Ridge Parkway to Asheville, North Carolina
where we visited the historic Biltmore Estates.
This road features some great scenic driving
roads with several twists, turns and beautiful vistas.
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out it was none other than the local Sherriff! On the
way to a call? Nope, must have needed some donuts or something badly we guessed, because we
caught up to the Sherriff parked at the next gas station.

Thursday, we continued driving on many
more twisty roads ending in Highland’s, North

Friday found us continuing the trek back
home heading for Nashville, Tennessee. On our
way, we managed to navigate through the Tail-ofthe Dragon at Deal’s Gap. After stopping at the
Tree of Shame we took the challenge. 318 curves in
11 miles – the M’s first “track” event - actually
seemed a little anti-climactic after Hwy 64 to Highlands.
Carolina. We drove the road to Highland’s in the
dark, not really being able to see what the road
looked like until the next morning. This was the
narrowest, curviest road we had seen so far.
While carefully negotiating in the dark that evening, we noticed a vehicle in the rearview mirror
catching up to us at a pretty high rate of speed.
We felt it must be a local to be traveling at that
speed, at night, on such a narrow curvy road. We
managed to find a pull out to let the SUV pass
and as it did, we were a little surprised to find

From there it was straight home to have the
1200 + mile fluid change and a new differential installed, but that is a story for another time…..
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10 Years of No Excuses!
by: Greg Lippert

August 22/24, 2008 – The Billboard #1
single was “Disturbia” by Rihanna, the top grossing movie of the week was Tropic Thunder, and
a couple of BMW Car Club chapters decided to
start a little event called “No Excuses.” The idea
was to host a driving school across – then –
club regional lines. Hallett Motor Racing Circuit seemed the perfect choice. As to the
event name? Well, the hope was that everyone would have “No Excuse” not to
attend!
Fast forward to 2017 and we’ve just
recently celebrated our 10th year of “No
Excuses!” Over the past ten years we’ve
had over 700 participants join us, we’ve
hosted two instructor training schools, and
we’ve even had Bimmerworld chief James Clay
be part of the madness. Sadly, our event has
experienced loss as well – with good friend and
instructor Michael Lieberman’s passing.
This year’s event featured our 2nd instructor training school – with several candidates joining the
ranks as instructors;
good instructors are
vital to our hobby!
2017 featured the
Kansas City, Sunbelt,
Great Plains, and Lone
Star BMW CCA chapters – making this a
widespread regional
event! Our participants came from all
over the area – and
beyond; including Illinois and New Hampshire!
The portable car show that is a driving
school weekend continued this year – with a

wide range of makes/models including Nissan, Ford, Porsche, Mazda, Mini, Chevy, and,
of course – BMW’s of nearly all
stripes/flavors. The grid often looked like a
who’s who of cool cars!

I’d be remiss if we didn’t mention the
event volunteers that make these things run
– if I listed the names here I’d be sure to miss
someone; however, just know that your hard
work is appreciated! Event masters, registrars, chief instructors, grid personnel, everyone – running a
driving school is a
huge project that
requires many dedicated volunteers
donating countless
hours.

Butler C&D,
Lockton Motorsports, and Bimmerworld have
been with us for all
10 years of “No
Excuses.” Their
support of our
chapter makes events like these possible.
Please be sure to patronize them when you
have the need.
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10 Years of No Excuses!
Photos courtesy of Corbin Schleider
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All German Car Show 2017
The Pig comes Home!
by: Mike Staub

It was a beautiful day for a car show. BMWs,
Porsches, Mercedes, Audis and a few VWs. And what a
display of BMWs! From the old…..1600s and a beautiful
2002; to the new, a beautiful M4GTS, and everything in
between! What could make it better than this?
Reclaiming “The Pig” of course! “The Pig” is a
traveling trophy that goes home with the President of the
car club with the highest number of cars on display. This
is the fourth year for the trophy. Porsche club won it the
first year, followed by our club taking it home year two.
Last year Porsche club edged us out and reclaimed the

trophy. This year we had the biggest single marque
turnout for the history of the show, just a few cars shy
of 100! The Pig has returned home with President
Angel Hall. Join us next Fall to “Keep The Pig”!
A big thank you to event co-chair Chris Yearton, whose contributions were instrumental in the
success of this year’s event. And special recognition to
Mike Kaplan of Bavarian AG who always brings a beautiful display of cars, and Ken Newman and staff from
BMW of Kansas City South who brought a selection of
new cars to display.
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